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Job market - Tucker Carlson explanation to the Philly FED report
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• We attach a link of the Morningstar’s blog, reporting the assertion of Mr. Tucker Carlson on his nightly political talk show “Tucker
Carlson Tonight” on Fox news since 2016.

• Mr. Carlson ask “why are they lying to us about this” asserting that jobs data were overstated, which turned having helped the
Democrats keeping control of the U.S. Senate and giving to FED Chair Jerome Powell the ammunition to lift interest rates, in order
to reduce the inflation increase, which was caused by Biden’s policies.

• We can read in the link, that some economist, like Mr. Wesbury, are pointing out that the Philly FED model is new and therefore
not having much track record is still not reliable for taking conclusions.

• https://www.morningstar.com/news/marketwatch/20221222284/a-new-philadelphia-fed-report-has-fueled-a-tucker-carlson-
conspiracy-heres-what-the-report-says-and-what-it-means

• Most probably, the truth lies somewhere in the middle, and we would guess, as recently analyzed, that the labor market numbers
are already worse than BLS statistics and will be much lower for Q4.



Macro
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• The US CPE number of last week were in line with expectation, but the positive side is, the CPE was below the 4.8% FED’s
forecast, therefore market participants are arguing that inflation is slowing faster than the FED expects.

• Mr. Peccatiello argues that on one side we have USA and Europe falling into recession, on the the other (positive) side we have
the re-opening of China, which should support the global economy and reduce supply disruptions.

• China also vowed to expand fiscal spending “appropriately” next year while “optimizing” policy tools including fiscal deficit and
special debt as part of efforts to support the nation’s key strategic development.

• Meanwhile, the credit market in the U.S. is giving clear signs of distress. For the moment, according to a chart in Bloomberg (not
included), the only sector in a clear distressed situation for bonds and loans is the real estate, followed by Software (but still to a
lesser degree). If the FED is not going to “push harder”, we can still avoid a financial crisis, and we believe that the FED knows it.



NLS Pharmaceutics
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• We would like to spend a few words to our very attractive investment into the Swiss Biotech company NLS Pharmaceutics.
After a quite successfully IPO in March 2021, the stock fell over 90% and being under 1 USD, there was also the high risk of a
de-listing from the Nasdaq stock exchange, a key element to be on the radar screen of major investors in the Biotech space.

• Even if results of the phase II were excellent, the company was struggling to get the right long-term investor for the financing of
Phase III and finally the launch of their key product: Quilience (Mazindol ER) for the treatment of narcolepsy.
As usual in such financial distressed situations, “financial sharks” want to get the “copyright for free”, therefore even if the
company was reaching out many important investors in the Biotech sector, responses were mostly negative, or unacceptable.

• But the CEO of NLS Pharmaceutics, Mr. Alexander Zwyer, could make the impossible possible, reaching a total financing of
USD 30 million with the well-known US based healthcare fund BVF Partners LP.
KTS is also surprised of the “fair” conditions of the financing, and it proves the high professionalism and ethic of the BVF team,
which being a real long-term investor, are not only interested in the product, but also in the right, passionate team.

• As per official communication of the company, NLS expects to be able to fund its operations through 2025, beyond the
anticipated submission of its new drug application for Quilience in late 2024.
The only minor risk is if the end of Phase 2 meeting with FDA is going as planned, which would trigger the payment of the
second tranche of the BVF’s financing of USD 20 mio. According to the management, they can not see any hurdle and
everything should move on as planned.

• Therefore, the Swiss Biotech company set up a solid base for a prosperous future and having only a market cap of USD 35 mio
(diluted should be around USD 55mio), but according to Phase 2 data, possessing the best product in the segment, in order to
calculate the upside potential of the Swiss company, we have to compare it with a direct competitor, which is the US based
biotech company Harmony Biosciences holdings (HRMY US) with USD 3.2 bn market cap and forecast revenues for 2023 at
USD 580 million.
Harmony has around USD 150 mio EBITDA and USD 300 mio FCF, with currently USD 113 mio net cash (data from
Bloomberg).



NLS Pharmaceutics
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• Taking a conservative assumption, that NLS would reach revenues of around USD 100 mio from 2025 (only 16% of Harmony’s
revenues, which is supposed to be the main competitors, but not only) and calculating as a valuation only 5x sales (instead of
10x, but theoretically is a growth stock and also a M&A candidate), the market cap should be around USD 500 mio vs the
current USD 35/55 mio.

• Of course, the path will not be from today to tomorrow, but being the stock out of any radar screens and basically trading again
over 1 USD over 10 days now, in addition to having secured a solid financial base up to the launch of their key product, and
most especially, having BVF healthcare fund as partner on their side, the company is going to be back to major radar screens,
in particular to the most important shareholders of Harmony, which can count the top players in the Biotech sector like the Swiss
funds HBM Healthcare or Bellevue group, without mentioning all the US based funds.

• Those investors will have to seriously consider what to do with their positioning into Harmony, because a direct competitor with
a better product is coming to the market and if the shareholders of Harmony are of the opinion, it is too early to sell the stock,
most probably it is a good timing to at least build up an hedge, starting to buy small positions into NSL Pharmaceutics. The
stock dried up from sellers, therefore is a major buyer would want to buy NLSP US, the price is going to significantly move.
The FDA meeting should be around March 2023 and by June 2023 NLS will have all the key data to show to investors.

• Finally, the company Harmony Biosciences itself, will have to analyze their situation and competition’s risk and still having a
substantial market cap, net cash position and growing sales, it is most probably an option to be seriously considered, to buy
NLS before it get too dangerous?!



China and reduction of covid measures
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• The whole world was hoping that someday this would happen and it is happening and faster than the investment community
thought.

• China’s National Health Commission confirmed on Monday, that it will be downgrading Covid-19 measures. From the 8th of
January, there will be no more isolation for those who contracted the virus, while close contacts will be tracked. In addition, “high
and low-risk areas will no longer be demarcated” and quarantine measures for travelers and goods entering the country will be
dropped.



Christmas speech of Mr. Prof Hans-Werner Sinn
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• It is always worth to listen to the professor Mr. Sinn, one of the best economist of our time.

• He basically asserts, as he always did since a while now but after the Ukraine’s conflict even more, that Germany has to go back
to nuclear energy and stop the ban of traditional energy sources, as long alternative energies are not stable and efficient .

• He asserts that the only optimal solution for the moment is to close down any traditional energy source, only when alternative
energies have proven to be efficient.

• He also asserts that the prohibition policy of this and the previous federal governments was easy, with nice ethic arguments, but
irresponsible.

• Finally, he also asserts, that the utopistic target of Germany to reduce CO2 Emission by 2050 -100% from 1990 levels, is a
program for the de-industrialization of Germany if the competitors do not cooperate. As KTS was mentioning multiple times
recently, the German industry is already locating production outside of the country, where production, but most especially energy
is much cheaper.

• As provocation, he said: “what will the constitutional court actually do when confronted with the fact that such targets has been
taken in by a utopia from policy makers?”

• As final wish, he also mentions more reform for the EU, especially before the integration of more Eastern countries.

• Herewith we include the link to the speech. It is in German and 2hours, but definitely worth to listen:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78ntekFBE4o



Crypto news - In any hype there is substantial fraud
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• KTS knows, that most of cryptocurrencies have failed, but did not have an idea of the magnitude of the crypto’s debacle. The
platform CoinGecko shows in a chart (not included), that more than 3’000 cryptocurrencies that listed on CoinGEcko in 2021, over
a total of 3’322 currencies, have failed and are “dead coins”.

• This fact shows once again, what KTS was arguing all the time, namely, in a hype, there is always a very high degree of fraud.

• How is that possible? Are investors naive? KTS always argues that people which blindly believe such amazing stories with
promises of tremendous profits, but with no risk (if there is a substantial upside, somewhere there are risks!), are mostly lower
incomers. Unfortunately, it is easy to blind desperate people, which want to see only the upside potential of an investment, but
do not want to be aware of the downside. It has always been like that, and it will be, for sure in new forms, the same in the future.

• The best answer to this phenomenon is the way to say: ”it’s easier to fool people, than to convince them that they have been
fooled” , from Mark Twain, literally a genius.
• Mr. Stark argues in his latest blog, that seeing SBF (Sam Bankman-Fried) bailed out for USD 250 mio (when officially SBF
announced, he does not own more than USD 100k) and flying home to his parents in first class cabin is disturbing, because most
of the FTX’s victims are lower incomers. Without mentioning, with billions of missing client’s money, how is it possible, that SBF
or his parents can have such amount of money for a bail out?

• In fact, Mr. SBF actually has not paid any cash yet, but his parents pledge collateral in the full amount of the bond. The fact, that
Mr. SBF was transferring such high value in assets to his parents is also a clear sign, that Mr. SBF knew, how it would end up.



Crypto news - In any hype there is substantial fraud
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• Back to the subject lower incomers, a survey of the University of Chicago found that, 44% of Americans who owned or were
trading crypto, were people of color and JP Morgan study found that people with lower income very likely made their crypto
purchases when prices were elevated when compared to higher earners and have therefore suffered disproportionately.
An article on CNN from Tonantzin Carmona is pointing out that crypto investment has proven to be an unmitigated disaster for
many investors of color and bitcoin ATMs (notorious for charging very high fees) are clustering in Latin, African American and
low-income neighborhoods, much the way payday lenders and check cashing services did, targeting vulnerable populations of
the unbanked.



Computers manage more U.S. Stocks than humans do
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• We would like to post the chart, courtesy Ms. Agarwal, where
we can notice that funds based on algorithms have more AuM
than funds managed by humans.

• This is most probably also the reason of market anomalies and
for this reason we always argued (see KTS outlook 2022) that
the optimized asset allocation still has to be decided from
human beings.

U.S. Public equities (worth USD 31 trillion) by type (source: Statista)



DISCLAIMER
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This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIXAG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.


